Some applications of doubly stochastic matrices  by Brualdi, Richard A.
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We dimm ~ ~ app l~m of ~r  ~ t ~  ~ ~ ~~ 
matrk~. The ~ coacems a~c ~n asnmunica~0u theo~ called ~te~t~teb~ 
bare oee~-.,~ ~ ~ ~  ~-,a~. ~ _~oad co~ a ~t  
notion of a doubly ~~c au~zm-ph/~ o~ a ~.  We prove seve~ new 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~_~ aatommTt~ms of certain eias~ of gra~, and 
pertlcuhr, ~ a ~ ~ ~ B~s ~ for doubly stochastic 
1. ~r r~ODU~HON 
~t n be a positive integer. Sup!~e we define a random ~ ~  
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Here the a 0 (] = 1,2,o..~ n) ~re nonnegative r al numbers with 
The n-by-n matr~ A = [aij] is thus a (row) stochast/c marx ,  and we may 
:-~--~-" the random function f ~th  A. Let S, be the set of permutations of ~aauay  
{1,2,..., n }. For o ~ S~, the probability that the random hmction f eq~mls o 
is give_  by 
ale(t)aRe(2) " " " ~ no(I), 
and h~nce ~h¢ ~ probab~ty that f is a permutation equals the permanen_~ oi
A, 
perA  -- ~ ot~o)ago(g ) • ,  • an~( .  ). 
This probability of ~,.n~e may ecp!a! zero. 
Let E~ ]) be the expected number of  times that ~ occurs as a value of the 
random function f (~ ffi 1, 2,..., n). Then 
= E 
i=1  
I t  
= E a,~ ( j -  1,2,.. . ,n). 
i==1 
Now assume E( j ) -1  (] = 1,$,..., n). Then the matrix A has all row and_ 
co]~n s~ns e~x~_l to 1 and is a doubly ~st~chas~ marx .  We may think of 
A as a probab~tie rn~e|  of a ~,~.utation of {1,2,..., n }, a fuzzy p~,~nu~= 
~n.  It is a conscience of the Frobeni~-K~nig theorem [11] that ~r  A > 0, 
and hence the probability that the random fu~ction f is a permutation is
~ve in this case. We remark that while the: ~ssumption that 1 is the 
e~cted  n~nber of times each integer ]--  1,2, .... , n occurs as a vsh¢ d f 
~n~s sppropr~te for a probab'~tic m~te] of a bijection, there are other 
~pt ions  on th~ eapvct~i va]u~ that ~ ~i t~ a p~itive probabi]- 
i~  for a permutation. ]nd~,  let s I, s2,..., s n be a nontncre~ing sequenc~ of
r~o~e~ve n~~ with ~ + % + ..o + ~. n, and con~d~  ~ ...... 
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e~ 'h~tie ma~ces A = [a ~] for which 
f l  
~(~): ~ ~.-~ (~-~,~,...,,). 
Then it follows from a ~eorem of Jurkat and Byser [8] that the probability 
that the random function i~ a permutation is positive for all such A if and 
only if 
sx+ . - .  +a~<~+l  (~=],...,.-l). (~.~) 
Let S=(sl, s2,...~s,), and let m s ~ ~e minimum value of the perma- 
nent of those row' stoehastic matrices with column sum vector S. AeeorcHng 
to the Ditte~ conjecture (Hwang [~ F~_.~ reduced the solution of thi~ 
eon|eeture to showing the extremal value is attained by a row stochastic 
ni 
ms >I : + r l  s t - 1. (1.o.) 
i t6  j--I 
Since st + s2 + "'" + s,  = n, H~'.xsj ~ 1 with equality if and only if sx = 
• .- = s~ = 1. The row stoehastie matrix with row sum vector S 
rs,/n~ 8,,/n. -.. s./n] 
[ : : 
sl n 8~./n - . .  s . /n  
has permanent equal to (.~l/nn)lFl~_xs j. Hence 
nl " 
ms< ~-~ p ls j ,  
and ~us  
nl 
max m s ~ n" 
wi~ ~l .y  if ~d  o-Jy if $ (1, !,ooo, 11)o ~erefo~ ~_e i " -~ p~bzbi]o 
i~  ~at  ~ r~do~ f~c~io~ is a b i j~on is ]arge~ for the set o~ doubly 
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~ ~ c  matrices. We remark that it is an interesting unsolved problem to 
determine ms for n-tuples S ~ (!, I , . . . ,  I) sa~~g (I. I). 
We return again to our assv~ptio~ that A is a doubly stoc~es~c n~i~.  
~ '."~ows f~m Bh'kho~ theo~m [4,11] ~at  there ~e no~egative numbers 
~. ¢~ .... ~-m'~ (m = hi) with c~ + c~ + --- + cm = 1 such that 
m 
A= E 
i= . l  
where Px, Pg:..., P,~ are the pe.-.~u~tion ma~ d order n. In other words, 
every ~ permutation is a conve~ combination of pe~mutafiom. 
Now let ft. be the set of all n~y .-n doubly stochnstic matrices. Then 9 .  is 
a convex poI~ope in real n~-dimem~ona] space w~,me xtreme p~ints are the 
permutation matrices of o~et n. Yae po i~ ~,  ~ dimension (e -  1) ~, 
and hence by Ca,~th'--~ry's theore~ ~_~-~y. ~ A in ft, is a convex 
comb~on of at most n* -  2n + $ permutefion matrices [we can choose a 
representatioa (L$) with at most n ~ - 2n + 2 of the c,'s different from zero]. 
More genera]]y, let X ffi [x~] be an rJoy-n (0,1) matrix wRh to~l su~.~ 
[~]. Thus for every k and I with x~-  l there-~fists a permutation matrix 
P -- [Po] such that p~ ffi 1 and P ~< X (entrywise). Then 
is a face of _~,, and every, f.~:~. ~.ses uniquely in ~ way. Suppose, in 
~idition, X ~ fi.~ly inde~c~~ab/~ [2], so that the~ do not exist permuta- 
tion matrices R and S for which/LgS is a direct sum of two smaller nmtrices. 
Then the -hoe ~ ' (~)  has dimension o(X) - 2n + I, ~ere  o(X) is the 
n~_ombvr of l 's in X [2], aud every matrix A ~ ~'(X) ~ be written in the 
form (1.3) where, the F~nnutation matrices Pi satisfy ~ ~ X and at most 
o(X) -~n +2 of the c~'s are different f~m zero. As shown m [4], ,such a 
rep~n~on ~ be obtained as follows. Let P ffi [PO] be a permutation 
• ~~ ~h~ i-~ ~.~,, , ,  ~ ~  where A f [a~i  ] h~q l~=~tive ntries: 
ffi I implies a 0 > 0. Let c be the smallest positive ntry in these positions. 
A-  cP is a nonnegative matrix with all row and eolunm sums equal to 
da.L_ ._  - ~L~u~ ~atr~ with at 
least one ~oro zero than A and lies in a strictly sm~er~e~iona l  face than 
A). Proceeding ~ve ly ,  we write A as a convex combination of at most 
I +d~(X)= o(X)- Sn +~ ~rmu~ion  ma~c~s. A representation b- 
tained in th~ way is ca~ a ~rkhoffr6g~re~t~t~ [4]. 
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2. SS/TDMA vv~"r~Mv 
In th;s section we disct~ aa application of doub|y stochastic matrices 
the theory of ~co~~c~.on  to w~ are commonly refe_ned to as ~ ~  
su~tch~, ~~on ~ ~  5v~ (SS/TDMA sV~) .  Con- 
~.~t-bea~,,.r.. ,~  . . . . . . . .  ~_ ~ten~) _The sate]]i~ is ~ to provide ~~~ic~ion  from m 
~flons x v zt,. . . ,  x ,  to n ~~ion  statio~ ~,  ~, . . . ,  ~ .  The 
satellite system k c~_~b of on.b~r~ ~~.  ~n~ so that in paraUe| the 
transponders can be switched to ~nnoc~ the up~ beams ~ any ~ source 
stations to the downlink beams to any k destination ~tatiom (see F~e 1). 
Given information, or traffic, to be transmitted ~rom the ~e stations to 
- .~.- ,~i s i i~a~ ~ ~'~ '~wt  . . . . . . .  
conifer-free scheme. F~ciency refers to maximum ut~on of the tran- 
sponders and to minimum delays ~ by the sw;ttching regaled to 
reco~ ~ system. A ~ - h ~  scheme is o~ in which at most one 
~ree station and at most one dc~~~n s '~ ~ ~ onto 
|~ms~mder. Tn~e between source and dec~na~a s~o~ is m ~  in 
tenm of a unit of channel capacity called a dot t~me. Thus the traffic 
requirements are specified by an m-by-n nonnegative integral matrix D = 
,[ d.__ ,~--'L where d H equals the number of s]o~ t~es needed ~o accommodate ~e 
k,o  /c,/ 
~o, I. O~i~mg sate]~te ~ k ~ 3 tr~sponders for ~ ~ 4 so.roe s~o~ 
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X!  
X~ 
~.  ~. 
spot .  
To iq To !#~ To !~ To V2 / / / / / / /  
~,_ To To ~ ~ ~.~ / / / / / / /  To v~ ~ / / /  
To ~ I i i / !11  To ~ / / / / / / /  To ~ 
i i / / / i /  - -  ,,,_ , , . _  . , , _  . .  
A TDMA ~ for the traffic ~ (2.1) when there are ~ ~-  
traffic from x, to ~.~ (~ffil,2,...,m; ]=-' l ,2,.. . ,n). A TDMA ~ is a 
scheme ~!or assigning ~ n ~  a~d ~ s]_o~ ior complete transmission of
~e ~c  specified. ~-~y ~-  ~.  
For e~m#e,  consider source mt iom x~, x~, x,, x~ and desti~ tion ~a- 
i $ ,t 2 0]  D= 5 0 3 0 
0 3 4 2 '  (~'1) 
0 2 0 6 
and a satellite quipped with 3 try__ ~_~l~onde~s (see Fig~,__~ !). A ~MA _fr~.-ne.~ 
is depicted in Figure 2. In this TDMA frame there axe s = 5 switching 
conf i~ons  with durations 3, 2, 4, 2, and 2, rm1~tively, measured in slot 
~. .~.  The to~ t ra i~~, .m ~e is T ~ .~ ~- ~ ' - "  ~ -~. , ,~4 t ~_ ! ~_ ~ . .= . |~_0_~___  
presentation of the TDMA frame in Figure 2 is 
D~ 
i! ooo ollooo o   
3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 [0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ro  ~ ~ o o]  [o o o 
+l~ o o ~ o i+ io  o o 
to o o o oj Lo 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 $ 
~0 0 4 0 0]  
!o o o o o~ | 
i0  0 0 4 0[  
L0 0 0 0 4J 
i 1 
0 
Each of the matrices on the right co~espon~ to a switching co~digaration, 
and the dm'atioa of. the switching c~~~oa ~ the 1~,~ o,~h~, of ~h~ 
-" ......... ~ ......... ° ..... " " - - - "  :- po~Uvc liositive 
ea~"  ~ e~a =-.c,w ~d ~ ~_~ ~h~_ _~_e~ ~_ . '~.~4 f lame #a a .~e~rreze~+~ao 
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tmnsmtnfon time T of fhe ~ is ~ ~um of the nw~mwn en.o~s of the 
k~ch~ng ~ ~n ~h~ representa6on. I  the TDMA frame of Figt~re 2, 
given a l~ by (2.2), .for th_e ~-  • _.~,_._~ matrix D in (2.D, .the total transmis~" n 
time T--  13 cann~ be " - -~  ~ ~ ~  ~r  ~ ,~ as follows, The 
total traffic requirement, the sum of ~e  en~es ~ the ~ matrix D, is ~ .  
Since the number of transponders i  3, the total transmission ~ ~ any 
TDMA hamo for this ~ nm~r~ is at |east_ [a ~]  "-' 13. The number 5 of 
° 
switching con~gura~,._m can _he decreased, but at the er~se  of, increased 
transmission Kme. A TDMA frame for the traffic matrix D in (2.1) with 4 
switching configurati¢no is 
V~ 
ro o, o o li ° °°° ]  
0 5 0 0 0 + 0 0 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ .  0 3 0 0 
Ii ° ° !! I! 
+ o o o + o e o o (e.3) 
0 0 4 0 0 0 2"  
2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
The total t rans~on time ,~: -this TDMA frame is 15. V.~dch of the two 
TDMA frames g2~) and (2.3) is superior depends on the ~me ¢ needed to 
recamf~e the s~s~ on boanf the satellite. Define the duro~n L of a 
TDMA hmne for a particv~r satellite system by 
L ffi T + st, (2.4) 
where T is the l~mmnission time and s ~ ~e n~-nber of switching con~gara- 
~_o-~ . . . . . . . .  fnr ~e  ~MA ~me.  Thus for ~¢ ~.~-~A f~.-~:~ C2.~,,__, ~.~ ~.o~'~ ~" e 
~a o ~ra~ions are, respecuve~y, 
~ ]3+5t  and L~ ]5+4¢. 
we ~-~'e L~ < L 2 ~ ~ o~y ff t < 9 When the re~n~~t ion  time t is 
sm~,  the duration L can be appro~ated  by the ~smiss ion  ~ le  T. When 
~¢ ~:~o~.~ra~o~ H e is hrge, L can ~ app~ximated by 
T O ÷ 8Or, 
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"where % is the mirdmum number of su~tch~ng con j~ J~ required for 
:F~ ~y~c ~ D, and T o is the nan~mum ~ransm~m ame subjec~ to &e 
cm~ra~m ~ha~ the number of ~'~ch~g co~gmc~on~ i~ so. We dis~xss the 
h~ter pmsibifiW firsL For a nonneg~ve ma~r~ X, p(X) eqaals the number 
of ~¢a~ ~- -~ -of ~, and o( X ) equak the, sum of the, ~ d X. 
Tnzo~ 2.1 [1,6]. The m~n~u~ number ~o of k.m~tch,g conga-  
gb~s for a t ro~ ~ D-  Idol equals the largest of 
the nmximum number of positive ntries in a row or column olD (2.5) 
and 
r_,~,, D)  ] (2.6) 
~, f .  Since a k-switching matrix has at most one lz~itive ntry in each 
row and in each column and at most k positive ntries, s o is at least as large 
~s (~.5) an~ (~.0). Let 0 equal the larger of (2.5) and (2.6). It remaim to show 
that q switching eonfiguraUons m~'~.  By ~ g  "&many" st~iom (either 
source or ~estination) we may mmme that D is a square mtr ix of order n 
and k ~< n. The number s o &pen& only on the positions of the O's in D and 
not on the ~tude  of the positive ntries of Do Tam we may rephee D by 
its charactedst~ matrix A ffi [ao], where aoff i0 if d~jffiC ~ and a0ffi I of 
d~j > 0 (i, j --- 1, 2, . . . ,  n). The matrix A has at ~,,,,, ~ _ ~ m ~ row and in 
each column and at most qk l's. H p(A)  < qk, then since k ~ n~ the~ e~ i 
and j such flaat the i th row sum r. of A and the j th column sum cj are 
strictly less than k. Replacing a tj by ,I ij + m_'m{ q - rt, q - s } and contim~-g 
recursively, we arrive at a nonnegative integr, d matrix A'ffi [a~i ] w/~ ~ row 
and column ~m~ ~ ~,.c~t q and o( A')-. qk. 
Now cor~der ~'- ........... A" me mamx ffi(1/q)A' with row sums r{' and column 
sums c" ~~ng " " r~ ,q ~< | (~= ~, . ,n) and -~''"'ffi . . . .  o .~ ~ k ~ n~ We e_mbed 
A" in a matrix B o. ~ =~er ~n-  E of the form 
F A,, BI!  
where each entry in row i of the n-by-(n - k) matrix B~ is O - ~ ' ) / (n  - k) 
(i--1~°.., n) ~d c~ch entry L~ cohunn i of Lhe ~ n -  k)-by-n ma~rLg B~ is 
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( l - c [ ' ) / (n -k )  (~ffi 1, . . . ,n).  We note that ff r{'ffi 1, then row i of B~ 
contains only O's, while if of' = 1, then cohunn i of B~ contains only O's. It 
follows from the properties d A" above that B is a doubly stoeha~dc matrix. 
Hence by Birkhoffs theorem, B con~s 2n-  k pmitive en~_~s. ~mivg 
from different rows and ¢l~erent ' "~" ~m.  u  these positive entries, ~ ~ 
necessarily come hem B t sad n -  k come from B~.. Hen~ exactly k of them 
come from A". Moreover, if f," ffi 1, then one of these k positive entries is in 
row i d A", while if c[' = I, one of them is in column i of A". It follows that 
there is a k-switching (0, I) matrix P{ such that the matrix A ' -  P{ has row 
and co l -~ sums at most q -  1 and ¢~(A'- P{) f f i (q -  1)k. Con~inmng 
recursively, we write A' in the form 
A'=e;+ . . .  
where P{ ~ o k ~-switchiag (0, ~: " - '~"  u..~ a,,~,, A and hen~ D b a ~,~ n~ 
q k-switching matrices, m 
We remark that the proo[ d Theorem 2.1 is like that given in [i] and 
applied in [6] except hat the embedding d A" into the den__h!y stochastic 
matrix B is done recursiveiy in [!]. The p~ d Theorem 2.1 justifies an 
algorithm like that in [1] for writing the traffic matrix D as the s~ ot s o 
k-switching matrices. Namely, given D, we construct the doubly stodmstic 
matt-ix B as given in the prod. We apply a t r~um matching algorithm 
(see e.g. [9]) to the bipartite ~,~ph associated with B and obtain a set of 
2n -  k positiom from different rows and from d~e.rent columm at which B 
has positive entries. As above, we then obta/n a k-switching matrix P{ < ~"o 
We then repeat his procedure with A' replaced by A' -  I~{. 
We also rernark that Theorem 2.1 is a ~.,z~_,en~ of ~ th~rem of 
Folkman and Fulkermn [5] derived from the theo~ o~ ~ows m networks. This 
theorem asserts that if A' is a nonnegative inte~--al man, x, then the maximum 
~e~ ~hat the~ are k-switching (0,1) matrices P{,..., P/and a nonnegative 
matr~ X with 
(2.7) 
eff=~als 
o(z)  l 
e + f + k -  2n j 
whe~ the ~ ~ ~  ~ ~n ove~ .~ ~v- f  subma~ces Z o~ A ~ w~ 
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+ f> 2n-  k Now ~t A' be the ~r~ in the proof of Theorem ~,I with 
row and ~ sums at nmst q and ~(A~ = qL Then for Z as above, 
o(Z) >t , , (A ' )  - - - q ( .  - 
wi~ vqua~W when Z = A'. Hence (S:8) has value q, and (~7), holds with 
r fq  and x -o .  
]'he problem of determining the minimum transmission time for a traffic 
matrix D when the number of sw i t~g configurations i the ndn~mmn 
number so (as given in Theorem 2.1) appears to be computationaRy intracta- 
ble. This is because C, opal and Wong [6] showed that ~ problem is 
N'P-complete and re~ so even when s o = 3 or when the entries in the 
. - '~e  ~_~ ~;  ~n from {0,1, 2, 3 }. 
We now consider the problem of detemfining ~e minimum transmission 
t~e for a traffic matY~x D without regard for the number of switching 
co,~guraUons. 
T~o~ S.S [I,~]. ~ ~m~ , . '~ , -~~ time T* for a ~raff¢ 
~~ ~ - [d.~] ,vb~ there ~ / ¢ ~ ~  ~~ the ~a~ of 
the n~ximum of  tf,~ ~ and cobmm sums of  D (s.9) 
[ o( v) 1 " (S.10) 
| ~ . 
][~., .AJf  , ,~,j~ ~e proof of this theorem is like that of Theorem 2.1. The only 
~ ~  ,o ~ ]~v~ ~'~..,, ""'~..,,... "~'...... ~e ~c  m~-_~_~_ _D, a~ not its 
~~ef .~c  n~tr~ A as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. ~e  conditions (2.5). 
an(] (£.6) are, respectively, (2.9) and (2.10) wi~ D replaced by its character- 
~c  n~tr~. [] 
Theorem 2.2 is also a co~.ecpJence of the theorem of Fo~_~nan ~_.~_d 
H we use the a]gof i~ out]reed foi]ow~g the proof of Theorem 2.1 to 
~. '~  the ~-~c  matrix D ~ a sew. of k-switch__in_g mat~ with total 
• • 
tranship_on time T*, how large i~ the number s* of k-switching matfi~s? 
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ffi n and o(D)~= on. Then ee~ row and eoiu,_,m~ sum of D equals ~; and 
the algorithm can be used to produce a BMdmff r~en~at io~ of D [more 
p~~ly ,  vf (L/q)D].  T~ nur~,'ber of ~td f in~,  matric~ in_ tkis mp~_~en- 
ration is at most (see [4]) 
~,JLL~ 
where t is the number of felly indeeomposable components of D. It ~ easy to 
verify that (2.11) is at most 
+ 
Hence (2.~) is an ~ bound on the munber of n-switching matrices 
obtained, and this bound hokls even when o(D) < on. 
Now mppose k < n and o(D)~ qk. After ~ g  by the ~gorR~ a set 
of k pmitiom at which D has the positive ntries d t,..., d~, we construct the 
k-switching matrix D t which has 
a = nan( a -  a'. ) 
in these k positions, where q' is the maximum of the rc~.,: ~-.d ~!~n s,±r~s of 
D -_~ ~,a__! .',.o qo The row and eohnnn sums of D-  D~ are at most q -  a. 
and o(D-  D l ) f f iqk -ak=(q- -a )k .  Bepeat3_ng ~ve ly  on D-  D l, we 
obtain a representation f D as a s-.-n of ~ _.~L-__ '~-~,~s  matrices. If a = d j for 
~me ~ -- 1,2,.. . ,  k, then D-  D t has at least one me~ ~ ,h~, D. If not, 
then a - q - q', and D-  D t has at least one more row or column with sum 
q_.- a than D had with sun q. After n t + k + 1 applications, we have matrix 
D where a (D) -  q-k and each line sum cf D ~ at ,~,~ ~ u , ,~ , , , , ,  tho 
number of O's of D plus the number of row and cohmm seres equal to ~ is at 
least n °. + k + I. Supp.~e D @ 0. Then D has at least k positive entries and 
hence at most n °. - k O's. Thus 2k + 1 or more row ~d eolunm sums equal ~. 
We may suppose k + 1 row sums ~ ~. But then o (D)~ ~(k + 1), a 
same bound ho|&. We ~mark that when ~ < n, the d~.e.~o-  ~ ~ 
po!ytope ~,.~ of nonn~ve mah~ X of ~d~: n ~ ~ve row ~d 
column sun, s at most L a~d ~(~-)= ~ is n ~ - 1 [3]. Th~ ,~~e points o~ 
this polytope are the ~-s~t~ing (0,1) matrices. By Carath&~ory's theo~ 
each X ~ fl,~,~ can be expressed as a convex eomb~tion of at most i~ 
~-switch~g (0,1) ~~.  The ~go~t~-~ cusse~ above -~-'--'-- 
eomb~aUon of at --^ ~v~, n ~ -~. ~ + 1 ~tc ]~a~ (0,1) ~atr~ces. 
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A I~L"~'A--'.~ gene~t ion  of ~e  problem con~dered here can be found in 
f |  ~]  
3. GRAPH AbWOMORPHISMS AND B~OFF 'S  T~OREM 
L.n ~hj.s ection we discuss a recent relaxation of the notion of graph 
isomorpbis~ due to Tinhofer [12] which leads to e~ev~io~ ~ ..c ~:.Ja...w. qJ J t  J.P~tg ~JL tU J t I L  
theorem. 
We consider graphs of order n with vertex set {I,2,. . . ,  n }. Each pair of 
vertices is joined by at most one edge, and we permit a vertex to be joined to 
i~vlf. If G is ,such a graph, we may consider its symmetric adjace~ marx  
A ~ r a 1 of order n in which aij i if ver~ces i and j are joined by an edge "'ffi L i j3  
and aO : 0 otherwise. For egample, if G is the graph in Figure 3, then its 
adjacency matr~ is the matr~ 
I I I 0] 
A= I 0 1 1 (3.1) 
I I 0 I " 
0 I I 0 
Now let G and H be two graphs of order n with adjacency matrices A 
~d B, respec~vely. A permutation ~ of the vertex set {1,2,..., n } is an 
~onu~h~m of G and H provided that i and j are jo~ed by an edge in G if 
and only ff a(i) and o(]) are joined by an edge in H (~ i ffi 1, 2,... ,  n). Let 
P ffi [Ptj] be the permutation matrix correspondin.g to the petmu~tlon o. 
Thus P is a (0,!) matr~ and pij ffi I if and only if ] ffi o(i) ( i , j  = 1,2,..., n). 
The permutation o is an isornorp~sm of G and H if and only if 
A -- PBP , 
8 
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1 
Fzc. 4. The graph H. 
or, equivalently, 
For example, let G be the graph in Figure 3 with adjacency nmtrix A of 
(3.1), and let H ~ ~c  """~" ~.~_~n~ __.~tr~ ~. in Figure 4 with _ 
It____.!- ~[ 
- [ , ,0o  i. 
1 1 0 1 
Then the permutation o of {1,2,3,4} defined by o(l) = 4, o(2) = 1, o(3) = ~, 
and o(4)= 3 is an isomorphism of G and H with corresponding permutation 
matrix 
o o o 
1 0 0 0 
0 i 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
• w,= • - I _ *  ° -" . . . . .  ' L ,  L~;~ s,.U~ sa~~g (3.'2). we now ~ ~  ~, , ,~n ls  of graphs exc]mivety in "---" 
of ~eir adjacency l,~~ces .,~ ~d B =-~d permu~cn matrices P .~t i s~ 
(3.2). One advantage of this viewl~int is that an ison~omh~m can be 
regarded as a point in reai n2~ensiona]  space R "~. 
Let ~(A,  B) be the set of an ~omorp~ms of G ~d H, ~d'=~ (A ,  B) 
be their convex hun in R "2. Thus @(A, B) is a convex ~]ytopv of doub|y 
~cc~c ma~ces of o~er n whose e~rne  ~ in~ ~,~ the ~on~o~"ms of 
One may relax the no, on of L~o~o~~ by ~e~~ ~ ~u~ ~c~c 
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1 I 'g .. 11 . . .  '~lle ! _  ~~-'phism [12] ol t,, and/'/~o be a aouvty st~'.~asuc ma~  ^  ~,u=, that 
= xa .  (3.3) 
Let fi,~ A. B) be the set of all doubly stccha~c isomorphisms X of G and H. 
Then ft,(A, B) is ~ convex polytope satisfying 
. _ ~ ~"~i~- - -  ~ -~.  
• 
Tinhofer [12] proved that two graphs are doubly stochastic somorphic ff and 
only if they have the same tota/degw~ part/~-~, a wvLl-~_own ecess~W, but 
not ~'-~ent,  ~- -~on for isomo~hism. When two bfaphs have the same 
total degree paru~on, the deubl~, ~ocbmtic isomorphism he obtains is a 
d i~ ~m of doubly stochastic matrices of the form (1/k)]t, where ]~ is the 
matrix vf l"s of order k (k >i 1). 
We now restrict attention to the technically simpler case where G ffi H, 
and thus A ffi B, and use the following simpler notation: 
~(A) ~ the ~ of ~mo~h~ of G, 
~(A)  is the convex huh of ~(A). 
ft,(A) is the convex poiytope d doubly- ~ ~ e  automo~isms of G, 
that is, doubly stochastic matrices X commu~g with A. 
Now (3.4) becomes 
.~(A) c_ f l ,(A) c_ ~ n. (3.5) 
The intems~g question raised by Tinhofer is: When does ~(A) -  Qn(A), 
that is, when is even~ doubly ~ochase~ au~hism a convex combination 
of au~mmph~...? There a~ ~p~ for .which_ equality does not hold. For 
example, let A be the adjacency matrix of the regular graph of degree 2 in 
Figure 5. Then 7117 ~ QT(A), but 7~]7 ~(A) ,  since there is no automor- 
phism of G wl~ch takes vertex I to vertex 4. We define a graph G. or i~ 
adjacency ma~ A, to be compact provided 9~(A) ffi fin(A). The problem is 
s ~ 6 
1 ~ 4 B 
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to =%d f=~. : i . . '~  o_f com._n~t_ _ ~-  . . . . .  _~mlpns. The i~nt i~on of such ~i t ie$  can be 
resarded as an e~tens~on ~~trkho~s theorem ('rinh~er ~,~ers ~ a .~,~=~,~=-~ 
of B~.,~._.hoff ~'I~) for the following reason. Let G be the graph of order n 
with n edges all of which are loops, so that A ffi l . .  Then ~. ( I . )=  ~. ,  ~d 
@(I , )  is the set ~ an pennutat/on matrices -" - J - - -  "~-  = umer ,~. =ue fact that 
~,,(I,,) =@( I , )  is a restatement of eirkho~s theorem. 
vmer  cut=ples of ~a~-~ ~p~ a~ the - - - -~-"  "•  
I , ) ,  the com~/et~ graphs K~ to~ a k~p at ~h oertex (A  = 1,), and the 
8raph Z. with no edges (A ffi 0). In ea~ ease o ~ ~ ~ __- l~ ~"~ !et G ~-= a 
compact graph wi'th ~ney  matrix A. Then the ~ com~L~.en= G ~e ~ G 
(the graph whose adjacency matrix is ] , -  A) is ~,dso compact. If G has no 
loovs, then the comp~ G e of G (the graph with adjacency matrix 
I n -  I n -  A) and the graph G* obtained from G by putting ~. |oop at each 
--e~¢~ (the graph with adjacency matrix A + I,)  are comp~t. 
The following two theorems are r~atements of resu~ of Tinhofer [12]. 
TmzomzM 3.1. Trv.m a~ cor~paci gn~phs. 
It fonows from_ the above ~discmsi'on that if T is a tree, then T e, T ~e, and 
T* are compact graphs. 
TaBo~.u 3.2. Cvdes are compact graphs. 
A cycle C, of order n has adjacency matrix equal to P, + P~, w~e.~ P. i~ 
the n-b~n permutation matrix 
[ol ] 
0 1 
! " J. 
1 0 
Again it follows ti~t C, e, C, ~=, an(] C,* are all ~mp~t  graphs. 
The notion of automorphism of a graph can be fur~er eku(e¢]. We defoe 
"~"~ ~" w i~ adjac-er~ey ~a~ A to ~ a a nonnega~.'~ o~t~ _~.~..L.=z-_ of a e =v-- .-- . . . .  
--'-~ A. ~ ~ AX. The set of an nonnegative matrix X w]deh commutes w~=-. ,-= = 
nonnegativc automorphisms of G is a cone pointed at 0, which we denote by 
¢~e(A).  The set 9~(A) of automorp]dsms of G generate the cone 9~(A) = 
(3.6) 
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and we are m~erested in when equality holds in (3.0). in such a situation the 
extreme rays o~ cvne(A) are the rays from 0 tow~m~  ~=~o~:~:~_~ u, ,,~. 
p~-,~d~ ~(P,) = co~(~).  Each m~ m .~(A) has eo~~ row and 
cecum__ n sums, and hence if Y c= ,~(.._~A) and lr ~ O, t.~n there is a podUve 
number q su~ ~.~u,~t (I/q)Y ~@(A). It follows e~ily that the complete 
3.3. I f  C is s ~ ~ ,  then G is compact and regular. 
Proof. Suppose 9~(A) = cone(.A). Since A ¢ cone(A), A ]',as constant 
row and co]mnn sums and G is regular. Now |et X ¢ 0,(A). Then X E 
cone(A) and hence X ~ ~(A). Since X is doubly stochastic, X ~ @(A). 
~v~ ~(A)c~(A) .  Since the reverse containment always holds, C is 
compact. [] 
The regular graph drawn m Figure 5 is not com!~ct and hence not 
supercompact by Lemma 3.3. Now let G be the star on n vertices (n >i 3) 
drawn in F i~  6 with adjacency matrix 
A~ 
"! 
0 1 - - .  i |  
! I 
! o ]" 
1 i 
Then @(A) is the ~t  of ~ pemmta~ ~.atrices of order n with (1,1)-entry 
e~ to 1. An easy calmlaUon (or Tneo~m ~..,~ 1  ~..~oh "^- "Aat P (A)  = 9.(A), 
but ~(A)  ~ cone(A), since G is not reg¢lar when n >I 3. Tht~ G is compact 
b~ ....,~'^ ~ supercompact. More generally, a ~ve with n >i 3 vertices is com- 
pzct but not ~percompact. 
! 
Fxc. 6. A sty. 
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~.  7. A~gn~ 
Now let G be the ~egu~ gra~ drawn in F~gure 7. The ad~ency n'~tr~ 
of G~s 
-[iol o] 0 0 1 
0 0 O" 
1 0 0 
The nonuegative matrix 
~'1 0 0 0] 
X=]0  0 0 0 
to° ° ! o 0 0 0] 
satisfies XA = AX and hence X ~ cone(A). Since X does not have constant 
row and column ~,  X ¢ ~(A). Hence G is not supercompact. An easy 
eal~,J~/on (or Corolh~ 3.7) show~ that G is compact. Thus a regular, 
~n~.~ graph n__~d n,_~t ~ ~,~p~m~a~t. 
T~.~,~ 3.4. C~c~o.e~.~ are supewompact graphs. 
Pwof. Let A ~ the acljaeeney nm~ of a cycle Cn of ]en~ n. Let 
0 ~ X = [z,.] ¢ ome(A),  so that X is a nonn~Hvo ~aL'~_ sang  XA -- 
AX. Tinho~er's proof [12, pp. ~-~]  of the eom~~ess of C, (d. 
i--neore~ 5.£) sho~ ~t  ~ere is an automox~h~m o o~ C~ ~ c~r-~-~nd- 
m~ ~u~Uon a -~ P ffi [PO] such that x~,o)> 0 for i -  1,2,.0., n (the 
~¢mgt ion in his p~of that X is doubly stochastic was not used to ob~n 
conch~on). Let ¢ -- n~n{ x~o: i = 1,2,..., n }. Then since P ~- ~(.~.), ~ot 
follows ~.hat X - { P) ~ ~.~ A) ~d X - { P has at least one more ~ro entry 
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"1-1-~e next theorem shows how to obt~n ne~, compact graphs from 
supercompact graphs. 
Trmo~.~ 3.5. Let n and k be positive iraegers with kin. Let H be a 
~ t  graph of order k,, ard ~'~ G be a graph of order n which is the 
ver~,z-dis]o~n~ union of n /k  graphs each ismnmphic ~ H. Then G is 
compact. 
Proof. Let B be the adjacency matrix of the mpercompact graph H of 
order k. Then the adjacency matrix d G is the direct sum A = B O --. eB,  
.~here the~ are n/k  B's. Let X ~ ft,(A), and partition X into submatrices 
of order k, X = (X~j: 1 ~< i, ] ~< n/k) .  Then XA ffi AX implies that X~iB ffi 
BX ~t (1 ~< i, ] ~ n / k ). Since H is su~rcompact, we conclude that X ~ j ~ ~(  B ) 
(1 ~ i, ] ~< n/k).  In particular there are nonnega.five numbers qo  such that 
all row and column sums d X 0 equal qo (1 <~ i, ] ~ n/k). Since X is doubly 
stochastic, the matrix Q ffi[q~] of order n/k  is doubly stochastic. By 
Birkho~s ~eo~m there is a ~ermutation matrix P ffi [PO] d order n/k  
corresponding to a permutation o d {1,..., n/k  } such that q~.,o) > 0 for 
s = 1,2,..., n/k.  Since X,.,(,~ ~ ~(g) ,  there are automo~hisms o, of ~e  
graph H co~responding to a permutation matrix P, such that the (u, v) entr,, 
of X~.o<,) is positive whenever o~(u) ffi v (1 ~< u, v ~< k; s ffi 1,2,..., n/k). Let 
R ffi (~, ~: 1 ~< ~, ~ ~. n /~ } be be  pemmta~on matrix of order n where R ~ ~,~, 
- .~  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~, ~ 
=,  (s f f i l ,$ , . . . ,n /k )and RO=0 otherwise. Since P, BfBP~ (sffi 
~,$,..., ~/,t~, .~ ..... s that RA-  AR and R ~s an automorphism of G. 
Mereov~r, the en~es of X in the pos~ons ia wbAch R has 1's are all positive. 
Let ~ be the smallest of those gmitive entr~es. If ~ ffi 1, then X ffi R. Suppose 
< 1. Since X, R ~ fl.(A)~ it follows that 
1 
rffi (x - ,R )  e Q.(A) 
a~d Y has at lea~,~ one more zero end- ~ X. ,L-g'~ng induc~ve!y on the 
number of nonzero entries, we conclude that X ~(A) .  Hence fl~(A) 
P(A ) and the theorem follows. [] 
F~m Thrum 3.4 and 3.5 we immediately ob~ the following 
COROLL~Y 3.6. L~ G ~ a ~G~ w~ is ~ ~~~is jO~nt  Un~ of 
e~cle~ o fa  f~ order k. T~ G ~ c~~t .  
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The speda] ~ of Com~ 3.6 obtained when k = 1 is a re.~tement of 
Birkhof~s theorem. Thin ComH_a.W 3:6 ~ be regarded as a generat ion  of 
Bh'~off's theorem. 
COROLIABY 3.7. Let G be a graph which is the ~-d~sjo~nt un~ of 
con~l~ graphs K~ of ~ az_~ order k (or con~l~ graphs ~ of a f i~  o,-d~ 
~ ). Then G ~ ~~ct .  
Proof. We have already noted that the graphs K~ and K~ are s~per- 
compact. The result now follows fr6m Theorem 3.5. [] 
Let k and n be positive integers with k!n. A graph of order n is called 
cc,npb~e k-~ip~.,'tdtv prov2~ i~ ve~ex _set can be par~fioned into m ffi n /k  
~cts ~,~,..., V=, ~ of card in~ ~, i~ meh a way ~t~.t ~vo ~,~=nc~ ve~ 
are joined by an edge if and only if they belong to ~d~femn[ se~ of the 
partition. Let G ~- ~ ,~mnl~t~. -~m~inartit~ ~h o[ o.~_'er n. ~nen ~ =- |- 
G is the complete graph K n. When k = n/2, G i~ the complete bipa~te 
gm~ K./~,~/g. 
r, . , . . . , , ,  . .~ ~ ~ C_~L~e k-vqu~a~t~ gmp. hs, and &u~ -~n ~. .~,~,~-  
Proof. A complete ~-e~partite graph is the hd~ compiemwi o~ a 
ver tex~oint  union of complete graphs K~. By Coronary 3.7 the h~e~ is 
come-'t,  and hence so is its full complement. 
A 1-factor is a graph in ~b~ evew vertex is incident with exactly one 
edge--equivalently, each connected component has 2 vertices and I edge. 
The order of a 1-factor is necessarily even. The ~ ~ of Coro~ 3.7 
obtained when k = 2 ~ow~ that i-factors are ~m~-~_ct grap~. Comp]emen_~ 
of i-factors are comp|ete ~par tRe  graphs and are compact. We now 
show that the complement of a 1-factor ehfive to s eomplete bipar~te graph 
is also compact. 
graph o~i~A from the comp~te ~par~te graph K~,~ b~ ~v ing  #~ 
~f !# . . . . . .  " 
a~ame m > a . . . .  .to be V 1 U V~, where ~. %~ ~e the vertex ~t d ~ J '~ m~ STa 
V~ = ~ 2,2,..., m ~, V~ = ~ m + I, m + $,... :2m ~, and w~er¢ t~e ~-~ges of K~.~ 
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~ to m + ] for all i arui j/ w i~ ~ ~ j and 1 ~< ~, jr ~ m. The automor- 
and of~) = ~(~) and ~(m + ~) = m + ~)  for ~ = 1,2,. . . ,  m; (11) ¢ is any 
. . . . .  ~ .~.  of t~,~,. . . ,  = ~-.,=.~_.==,,= "" m }, and u(~) m + ¢(~) and ~(m + ~)= ~(~) for 
= 1,~, . . . ,  m. 
~e ~=dj~,-eney ma~ of K.=.., is 
Io 1.-t.] 
A-  _ f  0 " 
- #lrll 
Let X ~ Q,(A),  and partition X into b loe~ of order m, 
X= X3 X4 . 
Since XA = AX, 
l . )  = ( I . -  i . )x , ,  
x,(1.- i.)= ( I . -  I.)x,. (3.7) 
Adding the two eq~t iom in (3.7), we ob_t~:'n 
(X~ + x,) l , , ,  = ,=,,~ : .~r., +_ X4), 
.r.  
and this implies that there is a nonncgative number a such that all row and 
column sums of X l + X 4 equal a. In a similar way we conclude that there is a 
nonneff;~tlve ....... ~ ,  . . . .  , -~-~- , ,  -_ J  __~ . . . .  v equal UMIIIU~it" 0 b'tlt~llt UJtat ~ t~w euutu ~-om=.~__qn SUIIIS O~ i,- ,~o.+
. _  *~qk 3 
b. $inee X is doubly stoeh~dc, a + b -  2. 
Let the row ~mas mad column sums of X 1 be rl, . . . ,  r~ and s~,..., sin, 
restmetive]y. Then the row sums and column sums of X4 are a - r l , . . . ,  a ~ rm 
and a -s l , . . . , a -  s,~, respectively. From the first equation of (3.7) we 
ob~ that 
(3.8) 
L~t t~e (~, ~) entr~ of X~ ~ z,, (1 ~< i, ~ ~< m). From (3.8) the (i, .~) ent_~ of 
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4 
= 2s~ + w.a - ~ r~ + . . .  ÷ r,,,) - msj 
Since ..,n > 2, the above e~t ion  implies that s~ ffi s~ ffi . - -  ffi s~. Similarly, 
r~ ffi r, ffi - - -  = r=. We now conclude that there are nonn~v~ . . . . .  ~ '~ 
and a ~, such that a ~ + a 4 = a, and ~ row and colunm sun~ of X~ eqt~ a 
while all row ~d ~hunn sums of X 4 equal a4. From (3.8) we obtain that: 
X.~ffi ..,'~- *(a. - 2a~)] , . .  (3.9) 
hence 
Since m > 2, (3.10) ~pl ies  a ffi 2a~. Now (3.9) implies Xt ffi X~. 
In a similar way one concludes t~t  X~ = X a. Thus 
[X~ X~ ' 
where all row and colunm sums o~ X~ are a~ (i ffi 1,2) and a ~ + a ~ = 1. Fir~ 
suppose a l  ~ O. Then there is a permu~.~on ¢ of (1,o.., m } cor r~pon~g to 
a pennuta~on matrix Q suc~h that the entries of X l at the positions occupi~ 
by the l 's of Q are positive. Le t ,  ~ ~h~ _~m~|~e~. of th~ ~_~osi~ve ~n~_~ 
Then P = Q~ Q is an automorph~sm o~K~.~ of type L and the ~na~ 
! 
~IX- . .p )  
has at ]ea~ uvo mor~ zeros than X. ~ a~ ~ O, then there ~ an automorph~-~u 
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V 1 
% 
V 
% 
Fro. 8. A (t.~.)-cycle. 
n omber of positive ntries of " we continue ma( X ~- r~ x't 1. l ' - l©u~ t.-,nt_-',,_' 
~(A) and the theorem follows. [] 
We now genera]~_ the notion of a cycle sad obtain a new family d 
mpercompact graphs. Let k and n be positive integers with k < n and k l n, 
and |et m ffi n /k .  A graph G ~d o~er n ~ ~-.!!ed an (m, ~ ~ ,~-lo . . . . .  • --v~.~ provided its 
vertex set can be partitioned into sets V~, V,, . . . ,  V,,, each of size k, so that 
two ",:e~:...~,s ,~_,'e ~i, ,_~ by an edge if _~d only if one is i~ V~ and fne other is 
in V~+ ~ for some i = 1,2,..., m. (We interpret the subscripts mo~TJo m, so 
that V~÷~ is V~.) An (m,1)-cycie is a cycle (7_ of order m. A (4,2)-cycle is 
drzwn in Figure 8. ' 
A~ (m, k)-cycle has adjacency matrix equal to the tensor product. 
za ---- B~jk,  t~.xxj 
where B is the adjacency matrix of a cycle of order m. Thus a (4,2)-cyde has 
adjacency mala~ 
o I, o I, 
I2 o I~ o 
o j~ o j~ 
T~zo l ,~  3.10. L~ m and k be positive integers uch that ~t'n~ k-- L 
k >I 2 and m-  4, or k >i 2 and m ~ 0 (m~i 4). T '~  on (m, k)-c~c~ 
supercompact. 
F~:~ An(m,"  "~ ~-~c .~ a cycle ~d henc~ is s~rc~ml~u~t by Theo- 
re~ 3.1. When m -- 2 or m -- 4, ~ (m, k)-cyc]e is s ~mp]ete bipartite g~ph 
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and is ~a~.~,~om~nact ~ p~eviot~y noted. Tam we as~-th-ne ~ k ~ 2, .m ~ 3; 
and m ¢ 0 (rood 4). Let A bv~ the adjacency matrix of an (m, i_ x ...,,~° G _ 
given m (3;'t 1). Let X e cone(. A), and partition X into bloeks of order k, 
(x ; i  " -  - 'X=.  ) __ + X, , . , ,% = 1~', ~ .  + X .  ; .~ 
( ]  = i , . . . ,  m; subscripts m~.~h,l__n ~) .  (3.12) 
From (3.12) we conclude that 
X tt + X t, t* ~ h~ constant row sums 
$ in~ m ~ 0 (rood 4), (3.13) imp'des that Xlt has constant row sums 
( j  = 1,..., m). in a ~w'dlar ".~y we conchtde "dmt X,, has constant row sums 
and constant ~ iuma sums for ~ i and j with 1 ~ i, ] .~ m. it f~.'.'ows ~at  
there are nonnegative num~ YO inch that ~ ~w and cc!tur~ sums of X~j 
of order m. It now [ollows ~rom Theorem 3.4 that Y ~ ~(B) .  Hence there is 
an automorphi-qn o of C m such that g~,(o > 0 (1 ~ ~ ~< m ~ ~:'~-~- *"
c:~n__~t~nt mw and cohtmn sums equal to Y~o~o, there is a _uermutation matrLx 
P~ such that the entries of X,e(o at the positions occupied by the rs of P~ ate 
positive (1 ~ i ~; m). Let == be the smallest d ~esc po~,~v~ e~es  o~ X~,(o 
(I ~< i ~ m), and let ~ ffi rain{ ~ v-. . ,  ~ }. Then the matrix 
Qf(Qq: l~ i , ]~m) ,  
-J- - (1 ~< = ~< m) aria ~,,4- 0 t l  ~. z, ; .~ m; ~ ~ j)  is an automof 
phism o| G. The ma_tjix [ I / ( I -  ~)](X- cQ) is a nonnegative automorp~fism 
of G with at least one more zero entry tha.,, ~. Axguhag by induction on the 
number of ~ .Uv-  - -~  ~f L we ~,~h,a .  th=__t X ~ P(A),  and the 
theorem |oUows. Q 
~.~..ea . . . .  ~ ~ "2 ~0~ - - 0 (rood 4), ,0-~ .-=,'- ~ ~ (m, k)-cycie "-~,~  ad- 
jacency matrix A is not compact and hence not su~rcom~ct.  For ~znplc ,  
when ~¢- 2 and m = 8, the matrix 
I,~, R IC~ A. BRUALDI 
where 
~d 
. _[o o] 
I.o 
belongs to f~(A) b~ not to ~(A), Hep._~ G is not compact. 
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